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efforts to improve high schools
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F
Freshman Tamoura Hayes registered
at Marshall High School before the first
day. Most of her peers did not. [Photo
by Cristina Rutter]
LATE ENROLLMENTS
Highest rates

# Latecomers

% Student Body

Marshall
AASTA—Orr
Robeson
Global Visions
EXCEL—Orr

261
92
228
54
68

20%
19%
18%
16%
16%

Lowest rates

# Latecomers

% Student Body

Lindblom
World Language
Phoenix
Payton
Lane Tech

3
1
1
2
7

1%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Note: Enrollment figures after Sept. 15; does not
include transfers.
Source: Chicago Public Schools
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rankly, we were stunned when Associate
Editor Sarah Karp first reported in the Catalyst Chicago newsroom that there were so
many incoming 9th-graders registering late
at Marshall High School that the freshman class
nearly quadrupled within the first month.
Only 85 were pre-registered when Marshall
opened its doors on the first day of school Sept. 4. A
month later, on the critical 20th day, when budgets
are locked for Chicago public schools, the freshman
class had mushroomed to some 322 students.
Unfortunately, this is no isolated occurrence.
Across the city at high schools in densely poor communities like Marshall that offer come-one, comeall admissions, a steady stream of teenagers enrolls
every day—every week—amounting to thousands
of latecomers through the fall and into winter.
The phenomenon makes it impossible for
administrators to get a handle on how to assign
faculty and spend financial resources. It also
makes it tough for teachers, particularly those in
core subjects, to get a firm start with instruction.
Students who trickle into their classes come with
a wide range of academic abilities, and those on
the low end further tax teachers to help them cover lost ground.
By contrast, schools that admit students on the
basis of entrance exams or lottery have stable
enrollments right off the bat. At Lane Tech, for
instance, where the student population exceeds
4,000, only seven students registered after the first
day. That’s yet another edge for a high school that
already admits only the cream of the crop. Further,
unlike Marshall, Lane enrolls few students who
have learning disabilities.
It goes without saying that student achievement is not what it could or should be in many of
the city’s high schools. In fact, making failing high
schools work is a top priority for the district. Some
$80 million is earmarked for High School Transformation, a two-year-old project now in place at
Marshall and 24 other schools. Focused largely on
instruction, the goal is to raise performance for

students and teachers alike. Yet, where enrollment
creep is most pronounced, it threatens to undermine the fragile academic foundation of the city’s
latest high school reform initiative.
Those who’ve long been involved with public
education here and elsewhere know that high
schools have proven to be far more difficult than
elementary schools to improve. High school
reforms, especially accountability mandates for
graduation and dropout rates, are the next frontier
of federal legislation and funding. Over the past 10
years, Chicago’s worst high schools have been the
targets for a string of reforms, including student
advisories, probation, reconstitution, re-engineering and converting large high schools into smaller
ones. None produced significant progress.
In this special report, we explore the rollout of
this effort in real time at Marshall, and measure its
impact on the lives of three freshmen, each of
whom brings a unique perspective and set of challenges to the table.
“Frida” is having a hard time understanding
what’s going on in her classes, and it takes the
school weeks to find out about her learning disabilities. “Derrick” has a smart mouth—offending
teachers and security guards alike—and gets suspended four times in as many months, and winds
up failing all of his classes. Tamoura dreams of
going to Harvard and becoming a pediatrician,
but she doesn’t think Marshall can get her there,
and already is looking for a way out.
“The kids seem earnest, though there are some
goof-offs, but they don’t seem that different from
kids who go to higher-performing schools,” says
Karp. “A lot of the teachers care about the kids. But
things outside of their control get in the way of
their making progress.”
Research and Data Editor John Myers analyzed
reams of data on high school demographics and
performance, special education, teacher turnover
and school level budgets. His findings fill out this
year’s annual school report card, as well as buttress in-depth reports on Marshall.
Together, they show the difficulties that the system itself has created for such schools of last resort
but also uncover some encouraging breakthroughs.
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Students rush to class at Marshall, a three-story, maze-like building that is more than 100 years old. The district is betting that
new curricula and better teaching will spark kids’ interest and get them to class on time. [Photo by Cristina Rutter]

Transforming Marshall High

T

his year, some 300 freshmen enrolled at
Marshall High in rough East Garfield Park. If
current trends hold steady, 84 will be absent
on a given day, just 18 of them will pass state tests
as juniors, and only 120 will end up graduating
within five years—even fewer in the traditional
four, as the Class of 2011. But Marshall is aiming to
beat those odds. The High School Transformation
Project has brought new resources, teacher
training—and a glimmer of hope—to the
struggling school. COVER STORY: PAGE 4

10 Lost and left out

A student goes weeks without the special education services she needs
to keep up in class. Marshall teachers are struggling to use the new
curricula with learning-disabed students.
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freshmen. [Photo illustration by Joe Gallo]
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High School Transformation

Transforming

Marshall High
A long-troubled urban high school embarks on an odyssey to shed its old reputation
and emerge anew with tougher classes that push students harder. CPS is investing $80
million in the project, now in 25 schools. Unforeseen land mines may derail it.
By Sarah Karp

She wrinkles her forehead and her grey eyes look as though
tears are looming. “This is bad,” she says.
This was not how the school year was supposed to begin.
n this 90-degree cloudless September day, hundreds of teenagers are swarming Marshall Metro- Marshall, on Chicago’s West Side, is one of 11 high schools draftpolitan High School’s mammoth orange-hued ed this year for the district’s $80 million High School Transforauditorium. It’s sweltering, despite an industrial- mation project, aimed at tackling and turning around decades
size fan that muffles the din of confusion. On the of dismal academic performance.
These 11 high schools joined the first crop of 14 that piostage, a whirl of activity is underway. Guidance
counselors sit at folding tables showing new students how to fill neered the transformation process last year. Another 20 high
out registration forms or searching through cardboard boxes for schools are expected to be added by September.
The initiative targets six areas of reform, including hiring and
class schedules. Though students should be sitting behind desks
meeting their teachers on this first day of school, few at Marshall supporting good teachers and raising expectations. So far, the
main mechanism for these changes is what education wonks
have a course program in hand and virtually no one is in class.
The counselors are scrambling amid the chaos. Their call instructional strategy. Translation: The focus is to drasticalinstructions are quick and short, more like airport ticket agents ly raise the curricular bar by making core subjects more engaging for students, providing the necessary books, equipment and
during a bad storm than greeters on the first day of school.
Principal Juan Gardner, sharply dressed in a dark blue suit, other material resources—computer labs, for instance—and
is standing to the side, patting his sweaty forehead with a training teachers (there’s one coach for every 15 teachers) to use
handkerchief. “Something went wrong,” he says. “We are call- the new tools and techniques. Educators such as Barbara Radner, director of Depaul University’s
ing the area office to help.”
Center for Urban Education, pushed
Freshman Tamoura Hayes—with
WHY THIS MATTERS
for this approach, arguing that it was
hair done, maroon polo shirt ironed
time for reform to reach inside classand new shoes she saved up to buy
Chicago Public Schools’ ambitious effort to overhaul
failing high schools is stymied by long-standing sysrooms and do something about what
spotless—came to orientation sevtemic problems. Officials say the next stage of the initeachers were teaching and how it
eral weeks earlier and has a schedtiative will address these intransigent issues:
was being taught.
ule. When she shows up for classes
 Scores of late registrants prevent struggling
Two years ago, when the district
on the first day, however, she is
neighborhood high schools from jumping into
announced it was taking on a massive
bewildered to find that she’s often
class work.
overhaul of high school education, a
the only one there.
 Chronic absenteeism continues to haunt many
press release called attention to a
Meanwhile, Sandra Payne, who
low-performing schools.
national study that found high school
will eventually teach Hayes in 8th The district doesn’t know exactly how to improve
students drop out by and large
period biology, sits frustrated upstairs
outcomes for special education students, who, on
average, do worse than their peers.
because they are bored, an assertion
in an empty science lab. Along the
Mayor Richard M. Daley made several
window sills are boxes of expensive
 Better teaching and more challenging lesson
plans can have a significant impact on student
years ago. This “silent epidemic” could
microscopes and textbooks so new
performance, but do little to combat the
be reversed, officials reasoned, if high
that they make a cracking sound
socioeconomic problems that many students face.
school courses were more engaging.
when opened.

O
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Science teacher Sandra Payne got state-of-the-art materials
through the High School Transformation Project. But because of
computer failures and late registrations, few students showed up
for her class on the first day. [Photo by John Booz]
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High School Transformation

Principal Juan Gardner gives a student a citation for being late to class. In the year since Gardner took the helm at Marshall, he has emphasized security and orderliness. The school
has moved out the worst-behaved students, and Gardner and other staff greet students as they arrive each morning. [Photo by Cristina Rutter]
Students would show up, pay attention in class,
learn something and maybe even go on to college.
Yet as Marshall takes its first tentative steps into
the district’s most recent high school reform effort, it
is confounded by a host of issues that the transformation initiative does not address and that threaten
to derail it. Acknowledging these problems, officials
say the next level of reform will be to tackle them.
Top among these systemic problems:




Far too many high school freshmen, the target
group for first-year transformation schools, are
not registered in advance, and the steady stream
of incoming students undermines efforts to ramp
up academic rigor. At Marshall, for instance, the
freshman class grew from 85 students on Sept. 4
to 322 students on Oct. 2, the critical 20th day of
school when budgets are locked.
Once they are registered, a critical mass of
students cut classes, get suspended or skip
school on a regular basis. Teachers say there’s
little they can do about teaching teens who do
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not—or cannot—show up for class; and
transformation schools have little to no
resources available to track down truants. (See
story on page 12.)


Teachers are having a hard time adapting the
faster-paced transformation curriculum for the
many students who have learning disabilities,
are dealing with family instability or are simply
years behind grade level in one or more core
subjects—reading, math and science. (See story
on page 10.)



Schools like Marshall continue to have
problems attracting and keeping good
teachers, as well as keeping them motivated.



And finally, school safety and conflict resolution
are not addressed at all.

Allan Alson, who heads up the high school
reform project, acknowledges that High School
Transformation is no “magic bullet.” Even when
the initiative was launched two years ago, officials

knew only so many resources were available to
them, explains Alson, who was hired to lead the
project after it was designed by the district and
consultants from Boston Consulting Group.
But for Marshall, it might be its last hope. For
decades, Marshall—a big urban school in a poor
city neighborhood—has yielded too many
dropouts and too few graduates. The evolving
transformation plan is, in essence, a referendum
on whether traditional schools and existing
resources can reckon with the powerful social ills
that drag down so many of the city’s children.
For three Marshall freshmen—Frida Williams*,
Tamoura Hayes and Derrick Green,* all still
adjusting to life in high school—the transformation initiative is perhaps their best chance to get
the one thing that could allow them to transcend
the dead-end streets of East Garfield Park: a good
education. As their stories unfold on the pages
ahead, the promises and limitations of Marshall’s
undertaking become apparent.

LATECOMERS DROWN SCHOOLS OF LAST RESORT
Schools CEO Arne Duncan knows the stakes
are high, as policymakers across the country keep
an eye on Chicago’s effort to raise the academic
performance and future prospects of its least fortunate high school students. “Public schools that
don’t educate create pockets of poverty,” Duncan
told a national group of state legislators a year ago
as they toured the city’s high schools.

FAILURE TO COMPUTE
The challenge of high school reform was starkly
evident at Marshall during the hours after the first
bell of the school year sounded at 8:51 a.m., and in
the weeks to come. During that time, school officials
scrambled to register and schedule classes for a constant flow of new freshmen and upperclassmen.
Besides sheer volume, much of the confusion was
caused by the district’s bumpy rollout of a new computer system designed to better track student information and academic progress.
Central office officials reportedly admitted
that, to save money, they skimped on the purchase
of computer memory, which turned out to be
inadequate for the heavy load of activity on the
first day of school. The result: frozen computer
screens and other glitches that delayed registration and scheduling for hours for some students
and days for others.
The computer failure exposed a long-standing,
but quietly kept fact about neighborhood high
schools, many of them schools of last resort in a
city where families can apply to any public high
school. Most freshmen at these schools don’t register until the first day of school and many don’t
show up until weeks—even months—later. Frida
showed up at end of week 2; Derrick came in to
register the following week.
This quiet creep in high school enrollment is
masked by how the district reports first-day attendance rates, which are based only on the number
of pre-registered students. District officials are
aware that hundreds of students who graduated
8th grade in June have not registered anywhere by
the first day; yet these teens are not factored into
reported attendance. They are not counted at all.
Following this formula, Marshall’s first-day
attendance rate schoolwide was 94 percent. Had
the 300-plus freshmen latecomers been counted,
that rate would have been more in the neighborhood of 20 percent.
One 9th-grade girl, who was a week late, says
she tried unsuccessfully to get into another high
school. When that didn’t work out, she came to
Marshall.
Almost two months later, just days after
Thanksgiving, a woman shows up in Marshall’s
main office with her daughter and newborn
grandchild. For the second time, she was trying to
sign the girl up for classes. She says that at her first
attempt in mid-November, she was told to meet
with Principal Gardner, who insists on talking with

parents whose children come in more than five
weeks late. However, Gardner was stuck in meetings all day. This time, she has brought along the
reason for the delay—the pink-clad infant who is
wriggling beside her in a carrier.

COUNTERING THE X FACTOR
The district’s enrollment data captures some of
this phenomenon, though not at the same clip as
school-level information. During the first week
alone, more than 30 percent of the total student
body of 1,300 enrolled. By Dec. 12, another 261
dribbled in.
In contrast, at selective schools, where students
take entrance exams and are admitted and preregistered four months in advance, few students
enroll once classes begin. At Lane Tech, for
instance, only seven of the school’s 4,000 students
signed up this year after Sept. 4.
Alson, who was previously superintendent of
Evanston Township High School, says he was surprised by this phenomenon and pushed the district to get students enrolled in high school before
summer break. Such a policy change would ensure
high schools have the necessary information to
track down students who fail to show up, and it
would also address pitfalls in staff budgeting.
Currently, CPS assigns teachers to schools
based on projections of how many students will
eventually enroll. If the projections are off—even
slightly—and schools get more students than the
district estimated (like Marshall did this year), it
can take months for schools to persuade the district to add or reinstate teaching positions.
Early registration would not entirely eliminate
late enrollments for schools like Marshall, which
must admit anyone who lives within its attendance boundaries. But it would slow the influx to
a trickle, says Alson.
“We have brought it to Arne and he knows we
have to do something about it,” Alson says.
Right now, the district is exploring the idea of a
computerized system that will streamline the high
school application process and assign 8th-grade
students to high schools in the spring so they can
get registered for high school courses before graduating elementary school. The district has talked
with officials from Boston and New York, cities
that faced similar problems and recently changed
the way they assign students to schools.
Under the new system, students still will be
able to apply citywide to specialty programs and
magnet high schools, but unless they opt out, they
will automatically be assigned to their neighborhood high school. Officials expect the new system
to be ready for use in two years, when this year’s
6th-graders reach 8th grade.
In the meantime, CPS officials are putting some
programs in place to try to ease the transition from
elementary school to high school, such as letting
8th-graders spend a day in their prospective high

At Marshall High, the flood of students who registered late
was so severe that the principal considered the school’s first
day to be Oct. 3—a full month after the school year officially began. The influx of students lasts well into November for the city’s low-performing neighborhood schools,
essentially the schools of last resort for families navigating
the hierarchy of school choice. Latecomers create class
scheduling headaches and instructional disruptions.
AVERAGE NUMBER OF NEW STUDENT REGISTRATIONS
Selective schools

29

*Low-performing
neighborhood schools

303

Sept. 2-15
Sept. 16-29
October
November

653

Marshall High School

SCHOOLS HIT HARDEST BY LATE ENROLLMENT
Sept. 2-15 Sept. 16-29

Marshall
Robeson
Clemente
Farragut
Kelvyn Park

92
66
34
85
14

486
382
382
263
368

October November

32
32
30
58
15

43
32
21
28
21

TOTAL

653
512
467
434
418

Note: Low-performing neighborhood schools graduated fewer than 60
percent of their 2002 freshman class by 2007.

LATE ENROLLMENT SLOWS PROGRESS
Last fall, students who registered late drove enrollment
up at least 10 percent in half of the first 14 schools
involved in the district’s High School Transformation
effort. At these schools, freshmen were much less likely
to be on track to graduate than at schools with fewer late
registrations. Late enrollment impedes school improvement as well, forcing schools to scramble to hire additional teachers—untrained in the new curricula—after
the school year begins.
FRESHMEN ON TRACK BY ENROLLMENT INCREASE
2006
2007

62% 66%
47% 44%

More than 10%

Less than 10%

PERCENT OF FRESHMEN ON TRACK TO GRADUATE
Dyett
Best
Phillips
Crane
Fenger
Mose Vines
Carver
Kenwood
School of Arts
Dunbar
G. Washington
Chicago Military
Hope
Clark

2006

2007

32%
64%
59%
46%
44%
31%
55%
58%
55%
60%
53%
68%
74%
66%

38%
40%
52%
38%
40%
36%
66%
66%
76%
58%
62%
74%
59%
65%

% late registration

31%
29%
18%
16%
13%
13%
11%
8%
7%
6%
6%
4%
3%
n/a

Source: Chicago Public Schools
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SOCIAL COST OF QUITTING SCHOOL
Catalyst set out to determine what it would cost Illinois
taxpayers if dropout rates at Marshall High School, and
districtwide, hold steady for the next four years. Based on
a recent study of the social costs of dropouts, freshmen
who drop out of the Class of 2011 will ultimately lose billions in potential lifetime earnings, draining tax revenues
from state and federal funds. If dropouts graduated and
went on to earn four-year college degrees, government
would stand to gain nearly $8 billion.
DROPOUTS’ LIFETIME COST TO STATE, FEDERAL GOVERNMENTS
Lost income tax revenue

In Millions

Marshall High School
Chicago Public Schools

$29
$1,838

Exta incarceration costs, welfare payouts
Marshall High School
Chicago Public Schools

$21
$1,363

Lifetime earnings losses
Marshall High School
Chicago Public Schools

$74
$4,779

IF THESE STUDENTS EARNED 4-YEAR COLLEGE DEGREES INSTEAD
Government savings
Marshall High School
Chicago Public Schools

In Millions

$122
$7,829

Extra lifetime earnings
Marshall High School
Chicago Public Schools

$237
$15,240

Note: Estimates in 2007 dollars.
Source: Catalyst Chicago analysis based on the study “An Assessment of
the Labor Market, Income, Health, Social, Civic and Fiscal Consequences
of Dropping Out of High School: Findings for Illinois Adults in the 21st
Century” by Andrew Sum.

HIGH SCHOOL TRANSFORMATION
So far, nearly $80 million has been committed to the
High School Transformation initiative, with a third of
that money coming from the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation and the rest from the schools and district.
Currently 25 schools are involved and another 20
are expected to be brought on board next year. The
most significant thrust has been the implementation in
each of the schools of so-called Instructional Development Systems (IDS)—developed by curriculum companies, chosen by the district, these include lesson plans,
coaches and training for teachers and an infusion of
resources, such as laptops and new books.
Though other, more comprehensive activities are
taking place, IDSes are designed to help the district
improve in six key areas:
 Raise expectations for dramatically high student
outcomes.
 Hire, develop and support great leaders.
 Empower schools with more autonomy.
 Hire, develop and support great teachers.
 Provide quality options and opportunities for all
students.
 Prepare and support students for success in 9th grade.
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schools. Duncan also is working on a program that
would have some freshmen start school two weeks
earlier than upper classmen.

READY OR NOT, GO
Beyond late enrollment, other factors are key to
getting the most out of the high school transformation process, Alson says. In the first-year group of 14
high schools, those that made the most academic
progress were led by principals who were adept at
implementing change, had a strong team of teachers and had a solid handle on student discipline.
In some ways, Marshall seems poised to get the
full benefit of transformation, and in other ways, it
has some distance to travel. Marshall has strong
leaders with Gardner and mentor principal Keith
Foley, who hails from Lane Tech, a selective enrollment high school. Marshall’s faculty is relatively
stable, but some teachers question their colleagues’
belief in students’ ability to succeed in school.
This is Gardner’s second year as principal and
faculty are still sizing him up. And while the school
has become a bit calmer under his administration,
order is still an issue.
When Gardner was approached to join the second group of transformation high schools, he feared
Marshall wasn’t ready. Despite the additional
resources on the table, he saw some drawbacks.
He wondered whether district officials really
understood what they were up against in trying
to change Marshall and he weighed whether
Marshall could give up a couple of security
guards to pay for its share of the reform tab,
which is $350 per student.
Most transformation high schools tap their discretionary funding, which is distributed to schools
based on poverty rates. As sophomores, juniors and
then seniors are added to the program, the costs
will rise, at least in the short term. The idea is that
they eventually will decline as the curriculum and
teaching methods become infused in the school.
Only a year and a half ago, Gardner was an
assistant principal at Morgan Park High School,
which has magnet programs, and eyeing the top
position there. Then, he got a call from Arne Duncan asking him to accept the principal job at Marshall, where he had previously been an administrator. Intimately familiar with the school’s
entrenched problems, Gardner hesitated.
It took a calling from God, Gardner says, and a
promise from Duncan to hire Foley as mentorprincipal.
During his first year as principal, Gardner’s
priority was to get Marshall under control. For
some time, his predecessors had fought unsuccessfully to make the school safe in a community overrun with gangs that ply a vigorous drug
trade. Police District 11, where Marshall is based,
has the city’s highest per capita murder and violent crime rates. To make matters worse, as nearby high schools Austin and Collins closed their

doors, Marshall took in displaced freshmen.
Violence exploded.
The number of active gangs operating at Marshall shot up to 15 from three. Recruitment was
heavy and tensions from the streets often crept
inside the school.
Within months of arriving, Gardner had the
worst troublemakers rounded up and ushered
out, for good. An assistant principal attempted to
place the castoffs in alternative schools. “Some
kids just aren’t cut out for a traditional high
school,” Gardner argues.
At the same time, Gardner became a true
believer in the school’s hefty security force. Some
16 full-time guards, 11 more than the district-paid
allotment, keep watch over the three-story, mazelike facility and its incongruent additions. Half of
Marshall’s $790,000 in discretionary funds is earmarked for security guards. (By comparison,
North Side magnet Von Steuben High School
makes do with the three security guards that are
paid for by the district.)
When the school’s pricetag for joining the
transformation project came in at over $100,000,
the cost of more than one security guard, Gardner worried about Marshall losing its hardearned peace. “I don’t think I can afford to even
lose one,” he says.
Even after Duncan publicly announced in May
that Marshall would join the next group of transformation high schools, Gardner confided in midJune that he was still unsure and in negotiations
with Duncan and Alson.
Duncan and Alson leaned heavily on Gardner,
telling him to get in “by any means necessary.” The
school’s dismal academic performance meant
that the status quo was not an option, says Alson.
In Marshall’s case, the time had come.
Finally, at the beginning of the summer, he
agreed. For this year, Gardner was able to pay the
freight by getting rid of in-school suspensions and
its staff, and making a few other trims here and
there. But as the transformation price tag goes up in
coming years, he’s uncertain what he will cut next.

COME TO SCHOOL, DON’T FIGHT
Gardner is well aware that Marshall was not
doing well academically, yet he proudly boasts
recent bright spots. Marshall’s academic
decathlon team won a spot to compete in last
year’s citywide competition against students
from elite schools like Whitney Young. And Marshall’s valedictorian was named a Gates Scholar
and is now enrolled at Kentucky State College on
a full-ride scholarship that will continue though
graduate school.
At freshman orientation in June, Gardner touted these accomplishments to 14 freshmen and
two mothers. “It doesn’t matter where you start
off,” he told them. “Great things can happen to
young people right here.”

A Chicago police officer confiscates a cell phone from a student who arrived late one December morning. Marshall officials banned cell phones when they realized students were
using them to call friends, alerting them of after-school fights and recruiting them to show up. [Photo by Cristina Rutter]
Then, he tempered his comments with some of
Marshall’s realities. He told the new students they
were about to attend a turnaround school that has
showed poorly in the past. Seniors who graduated
in June represented only about 39 percent of those
who had arrived four years earlier. Their average
ACT score was 13.7 out of 36—among the lowest
in the city. And fewer than 14 percent of the original freshman class went to college the next fall.
Gardner noted two looming issues that students themselves had responsibility for: showing
up for class every day and working out conflicts
peacefully. The warnings were implicit. If you
fight, you will be suspended. If you are absent too
often, you will fail.

VISIONS OF HOPE
In the weeks after orientation, Gardner repeated this speech to his daughter, who was also headed into her freshman year. Only he’s quick to say
that the picture for his daughter is completely
unlike the one for most of his students.

Gardner lives with his wife and two children in
Crete, a far south suburban town of quaint houses.
The upper middle-class community is fast growing
and last year opened a brand-new high school with
a state-of-the-art performing center and ceilingmounted projectors in every classroom.
“You should see it,” Gardner says. “When I
think about here, I think about there, it makes me
want to cry.”
Marshall is a clean school, but it’s old and in
places there’s peeling paint and broken lockers. Outside is a weed-filled court with rusted poles, but no
basketball hoops. There’s little grass, even in summer. Gardner says that plans for a multimillion-dollar renovation are in the works. But for almost two
decades, such plans have come and gone.
It’s not just the physical environment that is
different, it is also where the students come from,
what they encounter at home and what they are
exposed to. This summer Gardner took his family
to China, while many of Marshall’s students have
never left the city.

The disparities hang over Gardner and other
teachers at the school. They are hopeful that High
School Transformation will even the score a bit,
but they are also wary.
By December, the chaos of the first weeks was
forgotten. Marshall’s storied boys and girls basketball teams, as well as a group of baby-faced
wrestlers, were deep in their seasons. For the first
time, the chess team had earned the right to compete for the state championship and the seniors
were planning a roller skating outing.
Most of the freshmen teachers seemed enthusiastic about the new curriculum and materials.
Tamoura Hayes already had a reputation as a
bright but silly girl. In her and many others, the
teachers saw hope.
Data and Research Editor John Myers contributed.
*Editor’s note: To protect their privacy, Catalyst is not
using Frida Williams’ and Derrick Green’s real names.
To contact Sarah Karp, call (312) 673-3882 or send an e-mail to
karp@catalyst-chicago.org.
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Special Education

Lost and left out
Frida is 10 days late registering for school, but Marshall is more than 10 weeks late discovering that she has
learning disabilities and needs to be transferred to special classes. Teachers still don’t know how to help her.
By Sarah Karp

F

rida Williams,* a petite girl
with a pale complexion and
high cheekbones, silently
reads the first page assigned
in a math workbook. Frustrated, she
puts her head down on the desk and
pulls her sweatshirt’s black hood
over her face.
It’s Oct. 3. Technically, the school
year began a month ago, but Marshall Metro High School has been
plagued with late registrants—like
Frida, who registered 10 days into
the school year—and a faulty computer system. Principal Juan Gardner
has declared this day the first real
day of school at Marshall.
“Get to work,” scolds teacher
Raminda Dua, looking in Frida’s
direction. She sits up, takes a notebook out of her backpack and writes
on an empty page in block printing.
Three times she starts over, each
time crossing out words. She finally
settles with this: “Mrs. Dua, I do not
understand the work and I need
help.” But when the bell rings, she

balls up all the papers, throwing
them in the trash can as she leaves.
Frida then closes her workbook
and brings it to the front with the other students. While they’ve completed
several pages, she’s finished none.
Over the next few weeks, Frida gets
little work done. Once, when Dua
pushes her to do something, she
argues with her and is later suspended.
A few weeks later, Frida’s records
finally arrive from her elementary
school, and it becomes immediately obvious why she is struggling so
much: She has a severe learning
disability. By mid-November, two
months into the school year, she is
assigned to separate, self-contained classes.
The move should mean that Frida
will get the support she needs to
understand the new curriculum
Marshall rolled out this fall since it
joined the district’s High School
Transformation project, which ratchets up expectations and instruction
so students will be more engaged in
core classes and perform better. But
mastering the new material has been
a strain for some students at Mar-

BASIC SKILLS NEEDED
Freshmen reading and math proficiency is lower at this year’s crop of transformation
high schools compared to last year’s pilot group. The dearth of basic skills has created
obstacles for curriculum providers and teachers. At Marshall, where students’ basic skills
rank near the bottom districtwide, teachers struggle to teach—and often re-teach—
material from the new, more rigorous curricula. Reading comprehension is so low, for
instance, that vendors had to custom-design lessons for remedial reading classes.
AVERAGE ISAT SCORES FOR 9TH-GRADERS
Citywide
2007 Transformation schools
2008 Transformation schools
Marshall High School

263 252
250 246

Math (120-410 scale)

244 238
233 228

Reading (120-364 scale)

Note: Based on 8th-grade test scores for freshmen who entered high school at the start of
transformation (fall of 2006 and 2007). Citywide rates do not include alternative and specialized schools.
Source: Consortium on Chicago School Research
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shall, particularly for special education students like Frida. And so far,
there’s little teachers can do about it.

IGNORED TOO LONG
Last year, teachers from the first
group of transformation high
schools were invited to training
workshops, but they later complained that neither the sessions nor
the curriculum addressed how they
might help students who were significantly below grade level or who
had learning disabilities.
Since then, the district has hired
consultants from Landmark College
(a college in Vermont for learning
disabled students) to come up with
ways to adapt the new curriculum
for these students. This work has yet
to make its way to teachers.
CEO Arne Duncan says the
problem is real and difficult. “The
district needs to be persistent in
helping teachers modify the curriculum,” he says.
The transformation initiative has
potential, says Janine Douglas, who,
as a programmer, manages students’
schedules. But the lack of attention
to students with special needs is a
big problem at Marshall, where a
disproportionate share (25 percent
last year) of students receives services, she explains. More than twothirds of those students were classified learning-disabled.
About 20 percent of Marshall’s
311 freshmen are currently in a special education class, and there may
be others who have not yet been
assigned, says Douglas, who has a
number of pending requests for special education class placements.
Among the 25 high schools participating in the transformation
project, special education enrollment averages 19 percent; the average is 16 percent at high schools that
are not in the program. Data show
that special-needs students have

WHY THIS MATTERS
The new curriculum introduced under
High School Transformation does little
to address the learning needs of special
education students or students who
are significantly below grade level.
 Special ed students make up 26
percent of Marshall’s freshman class.
 CPS officials concede the problem
and have hired consultants to find
solutions.
 Teachers continue to flounder
teaching new lessons to struggling
students.
 Learning disabled students at
Marshall go wanting for services as
elementary school records arrive
late, if at all.

more absences, fail more classes and
are more likely to drop out than students who don’t have disabilities.
Also, high schools in the transformation project are more likely to
enroll students who perform below
grade level and need extra help, even
if they do not have learning disabilities. Marshall’s incoming freshman
class has one of the lowest composite
test scores districtwide, with nearly
45 percent reading below grade level.
Recently, a 22-year-old Marshall
alum told Douglas that he was
attending Malcolm X College, and
that, for the first time, he was
demanding that they teach him to
read. “We could have done so much
more for him,” Douglas says. “But we
have a thousand things to deal with
and it doesn’t seem we ever get to
helping these kids.”

A DOUBLE HIT
Rod Estvan, who works for the
advocacy group Access Living,
points out that neighborhood
schools like Marshall often have special-needs students with broad and
profound learning difficulties that
affect their performance in several
subjects. In contrast, only 3 percent

PULLED OUT, LEFT OUT
of students at selective high schools,
on average, have learning disabilities, and generally those difficulties
are limited to one subject.
The issues are compounded by
parents in low-income schools who
often are not as savvy about how to
be advocates for their children.
Other, systemic issues also come
into play. As in Frida’s case, there’s
sometimes a delay between when a
student registers and when the
school gets the records that indicate he or she should be in special
education classes.
Tight funding in the district presents another problem. Estvan says
that in recent years, to save money,
CPS has put the word out that students’ individual education plans
should not call for a dedicated teachers aide. (Duncan denies this claim.)
If Frida were assigned an aide in Dua’s
math class, for instance, she may
have gotten the help she needed to
understand what was being taught.
At Marshall, most of the special
education teachers and aides work in
self-contained classes, where about
32 percent of the school’s learningdisabled students are assigned for
most of the day. The rate is much lower elsewhere; 29 percent in other
transformation high schools and 16
percent at high schools districtwide.

A SNAIL’S PACE
Even in separate classes, however,
it is questionable how much benefit
special-needs students are receiving
from the new curriculum. In two of
Frida’s classes, students are moving
at a snail’s pace.
In the special education math
class, teacher Greg Simms says he
has to read questions and problems
aloud so his students, most of whom
have trouble reading, can do the
work. While students like using the
laptop computers for math assignments, Simms says he often finds
them wandering around the Internet, which slows their progress
working through problems.
In Mary Jones’ special education
English class, problems with the curriculum are readily apparent. Last
fall, while most freshmen were writing an essay about the book “Speak,”
Jones’ students can barely get
through a three-paragraph summa-

ry. She attempts to guide the three
boys in attendance on this day—a
full class is 12 students, including
Frida—through the passage, which
tells of a young girl who is raped and
has to learn to open up about it.
Many of Jones’ students, at age 14
and 15, still do not recognize so-called
“sight words” such as “could” and
“beautiful” that are typically learned
by 3rd grade. These students need
help with basic skills before they can
handle reading a novel, Jones says.
Yet these students don’t get this
kind of help at home or at school,
and particularly not with the new
curriculum, Jones adds.
Low attendance is another problem for Jones, who teaches five periods of freshman special education
English and reading classes. Reasons
for absences vary.
Frida was out today meeting with
her case manager. Another student,
John, who missed most of the past
two weeks to care for his infant
daughter, is in class today.
Jones asks him to read the summary aloud.
“At … the … end … of … the…“
John* is stumped.
“Summer,” Jones offers. As John
reads, Jones continues to assist,
sometimes telling him a difficult
word and other times giving him
clues. When he is puzzled by the
word “assignment,” she asks, “What
do you get from teachers?”
Next, Jones calls on Matthew*. He
reads even more slowly than John.
By the time they finish reading
the summary, there are only 10 minutes left. Jones tells the boys that they
should now answer the questions
listed below the summary. She does
not read the questions to them.
“I will be quiet,” she says, walking around the room picking up
papers and other scraps and throwing them away.
None of the boys write anything.
They silently stare into space.
A week later, Frida, who can read
and write, is not so sure she likes her
new classes. “I don’t know if I am
learning much,” she says.

About one in five students in transformation high schools has a learning disability,
and a significant number of them are pulled out of regular classes and taught in selfcontained settings. That raises questions for the transformation effort, which so far
has targeted core subjects in regular classrooms, and those teachers, for training.
Some special ed teachers have participated in curricular trainings, which have yet to
be adapted to the needs of special ed students.

Learning/emotionally disabled 1.4

1.7

2007

Without disabilities

1.3

24%

schools
2008

schools

26%

2,264 students
1,787 students

Citywide, 20% of all 17,622 high school
students with disabilities are pulled out

A BIGGER BURDEN

Performance, fall 2006

Avg. GPA Avg. # Fs

1.9

Note: Citywide data do not include charters,
alternative and special ed schools. Performance
data are for transformation schools only.
Sources: Chicago Public Schools; U.S. District Court
filings; Consortium on Chicago School Research

Disabled students by school type

Students with disabilities are concentrated in
the city’s lowest-performing high schools. In
the high schools where at least 25 percent of
students have disabilities, nearly every one of
them failed the state reading test. Pass rates
exceeded 25 percent in only four schools;
schools which, by and large, get to choose
the students they admit.

19%
16%

15%
9%

All HS

Charter Selective Low-perf.

READING PASS RATES FOR DISABLED VERSUS NON-DISABLED STUDENTS
Low peformers Disabled Pass Rate (Dis.) Non-dis.

Vines
AASTA
Harper
Phillips
Global Visions
Douglass
Marshall

33%
30%
28%
28%
25%
25%
25%

0%
0%
2%
0%
0%
0%
0%

18%
23%
9%
17%
17%
15%
8%

High peformers Disabled Pass Rate (Dis.) Non-dis.

Northside
Jones
Chicago Military
Lake View

11%
15%
14%
16%

94%
74%
29%
26%

92%
92%
49%
42%

13%

44%

Top-performing charter

Chicago Int’l

10%

Note: The state does not publicly report special ed test data for schools testing fewer than 10 students.
Sources: Illinois State Report Cards; Chicago Public Schools

CHICAGO’S SPECIAL ED BEHIND STATE
High school students with learning disabilities score well below passing scores on
the Prairie State Achievement Exam, especially in Chicago, where just 8 percent
passed 2007 tests.
PRAIRIE STATE READING PASS RATES

GRADUATION RATES
86%

Chicago
Illinois

72%

59%
39%
8%

66%

43%

19%

Special ed

Regular

Special ed

Regular

Note: Graduation rates do not fully account for dropouts and are artificially high.
Source: Illinois State Report Cards
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*Editor’s note: To protect Frida’s
privacy and the privacy of the other
students interviewed for this story,
Catalyst is not using real names.

Percentage of transformation students
with disabilities who are pulled out




Marshall’s plans to boost curriculum with honors classes
A breakdown of the costs of transformation
Freshman failure data at transformation high schools
Audio interview with Allan Alson, executive director of High School
Transformation, on bringing communities into high schools
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Truancy

Getting into trouble
Cutting class, skipping school and getting suspended all add up to students at Marshall missing an
astonishing average of 50 days of school. Is the new curriculum enough to bring them back?

Three young men who are cutting class scurry down a third-floor hall at Marshall, after another teen signaled that a security guard was approaching. [Photo by Cristina Rutter]

By Sarah Karp

WHY THIS MATTERS
School disciplinary sanctions run counter to high school reform’s aim to
engage more students in core subjects.
 Marshall High students racked up an
average of 50 days absent last year—
the second-highest rate in the district.
 Out-of-school suspensions only add
to students’ own class cuts and other
unexcused absences.
 Anecdotally, student absences and
tardiness are down since the
transformation effort began.
 Teachers want programs to address
students’ social and emotional needs.
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I

t’s about 11 a.m. on a cold, gray
December day and Derrick
Green’s* incessant talking has
gotten him in trouble once
more. He’s been suspended three
times already this school year, and
now risks being put out again.
But rather than go straight down
to the disciplinarian’s office, as
ordered, Derrick stops to slap hands
with a group of boys who are hanging out in a corner. Suddenly, a
young man comes barreling down

the hall, signaling that a security
guard is on the prowl. The boys,
including Derrick, take off.
On most days at Marshall High
School, some version of this cat-andmouse game takes place. The neardaily ritual underscores perhaps the
biggest problem undermining the
school’s participation in High School
Transformation: Teachers say the
initiative won’t work if they can’t get
students to show up.
At schools participating in the
transformation project, absenteeism
is a significant problem caused by a

mix of suspensions, unexcused
absences and class cuts. On average,
students at Marshall missed 50 days
last year—more than a fourth of the
school year—because they were suspended or for other reasons. Only
Tilden Career Academy (another
transformation school) in Back of the
Yards posted a higher absence rate.
CEO Arne Duncan says the transformation project’s focus on curriculum is part of the district’s bet that if
classes are more engaging, students
will show up and behave.
Teachers at the first group of trans-

ATTENDANCE DIVE SINKS 9TH-GRADERS

DOUBT AT EVERY LEVEL
At Marshall, Dean of Students
Michael Johnson and Attendance
Director Pamela Olguin say they
sense that discipline and attendance
problems have tapered off a bit this
year. The line of tardy students every
morning is shorter, says Olguin.
However, there’s no hard data to
determine whether improvements
are due to the high school reform initiative or other changes, such as
school officials’ efforts to be more
personable and connect with students. And on every level—from
administrators to teachers to students—there is doubt that changing
the curriculum and teaching will
spark a dramatic improvement in
attendance and behavior.
Some students have heartbreaking circumstances that make it difficult for them to attend school regularly. Football coach Will Gray tells
the story of one player that he used to
pick up and drive to school every day.
“His mother was on crack and his
father was dying of AIDS,” Gray
explains. “He had to get his little sister
to school and make money so he and
his siblings could eat. He came to me
one day and said, ‘Coach, I can’t do it.’“
Last year, as a sophomore, the boy
dropped out, and he’s still not back
in school, Gray adds.
Teachers say it’s nearly impossible
to engage students whose home lives
are so difficult. What’s really needed,
they suggest, is an infusion of programs that address the reasons why
students act out or miss school. They
would also like to see better options,
besides suspensions, to instill discipline and redirect bad behavior.
Allan Alson, director of High School
Transformation, agrees with teachers’
assessment, noting that high school
reform’s initial focus on curriculum
and teaching will have to be more
comprehensive to make an impact.
Coming next year, some high schools

are lined up to get a “dropout prevention lab,” a new tool for schools to
recapture students whose attendance
is faltering. Marshall isn’t one of them.

SKIMMING THE SURFACE
At the moment, Olguin says, Marshall can only skim the surface to
reach out to absent students. Most of
the time, she and her staff of two try
to remain afloat despite a barrage of
day-to-day issues, such as reenrolling a girl who was dropped
from the rolls after missing months
of school to have a baby.
Olguin’s office relies on teachers
to call the homes of students who
regularly miss class. No one tracks
whether this actually happens. Once
a student racks up 10 absences, a
certified letter is sent home.
None of the city’s high schools
have truant officers on staff—these
positions were eliminated in the early
1990s—but last year, the district hired
several non-profits to run truancy
programs at schools. With a stipend of
less than $75,000, one such group, Life
Directions, hired two men to track
down truants and lead group counseling sessions for Marshall High and five
West Side elementary schools.
A report outlines what the agency
was able to do: Of 173 Marshall students referred to Life Directions during the last school year, 162 were contacted and 78 of them participated in
lunchtime counseling sessions that
allow students a chance to talk about
their problems and why they miss
school. Among those who participated, 55 improved their attendance—a
71 percent success rate among those
who attended the sessions; but only
32 percent of the original truants.
Daniel Little, a former Marshall
security guard, hits the streets most
evenings and Saturdays as an outreach
worker for Life Directions. He’s looking
to make contact with truant students
and their parents. What he sees on the
streets is disturbing. “It is hard for people to really understand what these
kids are dealing with,” Little says.
He talks about so-called “neighborhood houses” where some students he’s looking for live. Such houses, often owned by an elderly grandparent, function essentially as dropin centers, where the grandchildren
Continued on page 19

Attendance in the city’s public schools drops dramatically between 8th grade and 9th
grade. The average high school student missed a whopping 29 out of 170 school days
last year compared to 11 days for elementary students. According to the Consortium on
Chicago School Research, the odds that a student will graduate begin to fall after missing five days in one semester. Only 21% of students who miss 15 to 19 days in a semester will graduate in four years.
2007 CPS attendance rates by grade
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92%
84%
K
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84%
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Sources: Chicago Public Schools; The New Teacher Project: “Hiring, Assignment, and Transfer in CPS”

STUDENT ABSENCES STILL HIGH

Avg. days absent per student, 2007

Not surprisingly, poor attendance is
33
31
District
most acute in the city’s worst-perAvg: 29
14
14
forming schools. The High School
Transformation initiative aims to
draw students back to class with
Selective Charter Transform. Low-perf.
more engaging coursework, but that
goal has yet to take hold. Absences increased at nine of the 14 schools that have participated in the effort from its inception in the 2006-2007 school year.
Notes: Fourteen schools participated in high school transformation in 2006-2007. Low-performing schools
graduated fewer than 60 percent of students in 2007.
Source: Chicago Public Schools

LITTLE HELP FOR TRUANCY
In 1992, CPS saved nearly $4 million by axing 153 truancy
officers, who never were replaced. Back then, the Chicago
Police Department picked up some of the slack by arresting more truants. Today, the district employs 14 “attendance administrators” who send letters and automated
phone messages to chronic truants. The district also contracts with social service groups to help stem truancy, but
the challenge remains largely unmet.

Average student absences

Tilden
Marshall
Wells
Dunbar
School of Tech.

55
50
47
46
46

Source: Chicago Public Schools

MORE BOYS ENTER, MORE BOYS LEAVE
Nationwide, girls are far more likely to graduate than boys: 74 percent compared to 66
percent, according to a recent and credible estimate by the Urban Institute. In Chicago,
the gender gap is nearly twice as wide. Roughly 65 percent of girls graduated from public
high schools last year compared to 46 percent of boys. In the worst high schools here,
boys outnumber girls as freshmen but are eclipsed in sheer numbers by girls as seniors.
Meanwhile, girls outnumber boys in both 9th and 12th grade in selective schools.
LOW-PERFORMING SCHOOLS

SELECTIVE SCHOOLS

536
Average enrollment

formation schools have seen some
improvement, he adds. “There’s a
huge influx of students who are getting to first period on time; that used
to be a big problem,” says Duncan.
Students also need to feel connected to at least one adult in the
school and be involved in a sport or
extracurricular activity, he says.

46% girls
54% boys

2005 9th Grade

261

313

266

53% girls
47% boys

55% girls
45% boys

57% girls
43% boys

2008 12th Grade

2005 9th Grade

2008 12th Grade

Notes: Low-performing schools graduate fewer than 60 percent of students in four years and must enroll any
student living within their boundaries.
Source: Chicago Public Schools
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Teacher Quality

Big dreams, long odds
Lack of rigor at Marshall High School is just one barrier to a teen’s goal to reach the Ivy League
By Sarah Karp

WHY THIS MATTERS

F

reshman Tamoura Hayes
speaks with conviction about
her dream of going “to Harvard or Spellman to become
a pediatrician.”
But she’s a realist. “Come on,” says
the round-faced 14-year-old. “I go to
Marshall High School.”
Many of Tamoura’s relatives—her
father, two brothers, a sister and
assorted aunts, uncles and cousins—
attended Marshall, and most of
them left with a diploma. Only two
graduated with real plans for college.
Her father, a standout basketball
player, gave up a scholarship when
Tamoura’s mother became pregnant
with her oldest sister. An aunt
enrolled at Malcolm X—just a bus
ride from Tamoura’s house in East
Garfield Park—and earned an associate’s degree.
“She’s had good jobs, and she’s a
great example, but I want to do more
than that,” Tamoura says. “I want to
major in something big. I want to go
out of town. I want to join a sorority.
I want to make history.”
Being the first to attend a fouryear college and graduate would
indeed be historic in Tamoura’s family. Yet neighborhood high schools like
Marshall—nestled in poor communities where teachers have limited
resources and often must focus more
on discipline than student development—have largely failed to move
students forward academically,
much less prepare them for college.
Even motivated teenagers like
Tamoura, who arrived with average
scores in reading and math and who
attends classes regularly, are more
likely to do poorly and drop out at
low-performing schools. (See chart
on page 19.)
Every year, Chicago’s public high
school freshmen and sophomores
take standardized tests that forecast
their performance on the ACT college
exam, which is administered during
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So far, it’s unclear whether the district’s
high school reform strategy will address
the academic needs of motivated or
above-average students.
 While more resources are available,
especially for science labs, teachers
have not been able to adapt
curricula for classes with a wide
range of academic skills.
 Few teachers know how to use realtime data on student progress.
 CPS budgeting process often
hampers the hiring of good teachers.

yet at times seem to stop short of
demanding that students push themselves to do better. For instance, the
transformation project has provided
teachers with real-time performance
data about students’ progress, but
many don’t use the information to
help students correct weaknesses.
The progress also is tempered by
a host of obstacles—a late influx of
new students, budgeting issues and
teacher shortages—that have to be
overcome for the reform effort to
take hold and improve Tamoura’s
chances. Also a drag on instructional
quality at Marshall are ongoing difficulties recruiting and keeping the
best teachers, issues that are beyond
the current scope of the district’s
high school reform effort.
Math teacher Raminda Dua helps freshman Tamoura Hayes with a math problem on
Cognitive Tutor, a software package that the school received as part of the High School
Transformation curriculum. [Photo by Cristina Rutter]
junior year. On average, high school
students score 3.3 points higher on
the ACT compared to their scores on
the freshman test. At Marshall,
though, they gain a paltry 1.4 points.
On a scale of 1 to 36, the average
ACT score for Marshall is 13.7—too
low to earn entrance to any selective
colleges. Not surprisingly, none of
Marshall’s class of 2006 graduates
enrolled in a very selective university (like Harvard) that year, according to CPS data. Fewer than 1 per-

cent went to an out-of-town college.
Tamoura’s dreams hinge on
whether High School Transformation, the Chicago Public Schools latest reform effort, will deliver on a
promise to raise expectations and
improve teaching and instruction so
students can transcend obstacles
that hinder their progress.
A glimpse into Tamoura’s classes
reveals some encouraging signs.
Tamoura’s teachers in four core subjects seem adept in their disciplines,

MR. WHETSTONE, 2ND-PERIOD ENGLISH
There’s one poster hanging on the
bare-bones walls in Mark Whetstone’s second-floor classroom. It’s a
bar graph that compares the average
salaries of a high school dropout, a
high school graduate and a college
graduate. The message is clear.
Whetstone, 30-ish with a thin
build, blue eyes and a reddish-blond
goatee, describes himself as a scruffy
kid from downstate Peoria who is not
all that different from the students he
teaches. Today, three weeks into October and nearly a month since class
schedules are finally in order, Whet-

STUDENTS WANT TOUGHER WORK, MORE HELP
stone is walking through the steps for
writing an essay. In a couple of weeks,
all freshmen will be tested on this skill.
The essay, to be written in class,
must cover one of the following topics:
starting over, fitting in or belonging to
a group. Then, Whetstone passes out
step-by-step essay writing instructions, and asks the class if they know
what “one, three, one” means.
They don’t.
He explains that every written
paragraph has an opening sentence,
several supporting sentences and a
closing sentence. Over the next
month, all English teachers at Marshall will review the “one, three, one”
mantra repeatedly, with hopes of
drilling it in before the test.
As soon as Tamoura realized what
Whetstone was talking about, she
was able to connect the concept to
essay writing skills she had learned in
elementary school. She wrote a
three-paragraph essay about why it is
more important to be yourself than it
is to fit in. Whetstone gave her a B.
“I think the class is too easy,” she
says. “I’ve always been a good writer.”
But many other freshmen never
got the hang of it, despite the classroom drills. They failed the test (which
is graded by curriculum provider
Kaplan) and posted markedly lower
scores than freshmen at other transformation high schools.
Whetstone’s colleague Dijana Baltic
was disappointed and puzzled that
her students flubbed the essay test. “I
had them write the essay with the
same question before hand and they
did fine,” she says. “I guess we are
going to have to go over it again.”
In a statement, Kaplan noted that
Marshall improved its performance
in the second semester. But in the
statement, officials note, “There is
much to be done.”
Allan Alson, who oversees High
School Transformation, thinks that
the problem is mostly about students being unprepared for high
school. Many students need basic
support in how to study, write and
get organized to gear up for the curriculum, he explains.
Starting next year, every high
school in the transformation initiative will offer AVID, a program
already in place at many CPS high
schools that is designed to provide

such skills for low- and average-performing students.
Students like Tamoura, who mastered the essay pretty easily, raise
another issue for High School Transformation: the need to accelerate
lessons. In the second semester,
which started in February, the school
opened up a freshman honors track,
which it never had before.

MS. DUA, 3RD- AND 4TH-PERIOD MATH
Later on this day, Tamoura’s math
teacher, Raminda Dua, sighs as her
students walk in.
This is Dua’s first time teaching
freshmen after years of teaching juniors and seniors, students who are
self-starters, she says.
It’s been difficult for Dua, a regal
woman with long black hair. Freshmen are not yet acclimated to high
school schedules, are not as mature
as upperclassmen and can be a bit
rambunctious.
But Stefanie Dobrin, the math
department chair, had little choice
about moving Dua into a freshman
class. A shortage of math teachers hit
Marshall particularly hard, and the
school’s location and reputation
make it difficult to recruit faculty.
Also, Dobrin often is forced to make
new hires at bad times.
This year, for instance, low enrollment projections led to the district
allocating too few teachers for Marshall. The problem wasn’t corrected
until late November, when the district finally unlocked funding to pay
for hiring additional teachers. By
then, the pickings were slim.
The shortage forced Dobrin to
shuffle faculty assignments just days
before the first day of class, too late
to participate in the intensive weeklong curriculum training. (Every year
a few teachers miss the high school
curriculum training, Alson says. “It is
something we need to fix.”)
Dua, who’s in her 50s, expects to
be at Marshall for the long haul. She
began teaching five years ago, and
she’s a long way from retirement.
Today, seven of Dua’s 12 students show up for class and immediately begin working on the “bell
ringer,” a quick math exercise on
the chalkboard. Tamoura is one of
the first to finish. A boy wants to see
her answer. “I won’t let you copy,”

Students in the city’s worst schools are less likely to say they feel supported by teachers
and challenged in their coursework than students elsewhere. Students in transformation
high schools were also less likely to say their coursework is challenging, despite the district’s efforts to increase rigor and pique students’ interest with stronger curricula.
STUDENTS REPORTING...

SUPPORTIVE TEACHERS

Selective schools

74%

Charters

73%

CHALLENGING COURSEWORK
87%
82%
74%

68%

Transformation
Low-performing

74%

61%

All high schools: 77% agree

All high schools: 64% agree

Note: Only schools that started the transformation effort in 2007 included. Low-performing schools graduate
fewer than 60 percent of students in four years.
Source: 2007 CPS student surveys

SELECT TEACHERS IN SELECTIVE SCHOOLS
More Chicago Public Schools
National Board teachers
Growth of National Board
(Per 1,000 high school students)
Certification in CPS
teachers are earning National
860
Board certification—the profesCitywide
1.5
sion’s highest credential. The
Selective
3.3
district wants 2,400 certified
Charters
1.9
teachers by 2010 and has
254
Transformation
1.1
included a $1,750 bonus for
Low-performing
0.8
master teachers in the latest
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
union contract. But the schools Source: Chicago Public Schools Scorecard
most in need of these highly
trained teachers have the fewest. For every 1,000 students, the city’s best high schools
employ three master teachers, while the city’s worst high schools employ just one.

NEW TEACHERS TRANSFORMING SCHOOLS?
The 11 high schools that joined the transformation initiative this year employ a disproportionately high number of new and inexperienced teachers. Three of these
schools are brand-new and loaded with newcomers;
eight have slightly above-average teacher turnover,
which means a stockpile of rookie teachers in those
schools. If turnover rates remain high, it could undermine training of teachers in how to use new curriculum.

Teacher experience
< 4 years

< 1 year

32%

33%

All
schools

41%

2nd-year 1st-year
transformation schools

Source: Chicago Public Schools

LATE HIRING, LOWER TEACHER QUALITY
Chicago has dramatically increased the size of its teacher applicant pool, receiving nearly 10
resumes for each open position this year. The result: fewer unfilled positions. But a recent
report by The New Teacher Project suggests the district is losing some of its best candidates
because of late hiring; top candidates are more likely to land jobs in other districts that hire
earlier in the year. The district’s lengthy budget process keeps most hiring at bay until July
and August, and hiring can occur even later at schools experiencing a significant influx of
students who enroll late. By then, many of the best teachers have accepted jobs elsewhere.
UNFILLED TEACHING POSITIONS

PERCENTAGE OF APPLICANTS HIRED BY MONTH OF APPLICATION
23%

1,150
18%
13%

11%

12%

March

April

20%

20%

720
2005 2006 2007 2008

Feb.

May

June

July

Aug.

Sources: Chicago Public Schools; The New Teacher Project: “Hiring, Assignment, and Transfer in CPS”
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Teacher Quality
she tells him. “But I will help you.”
As students help each other complete the problems, Dua jokes, “You
guys are clearly getting too smart.” She
points them to another set of algebra
questions written on the board that
she expects them to work on independently and then returns to attack a
pile of paperwork on her desk.
Tamoura would rather chat with
friends than work out this next set of
problems. She flits from seat to seat
before settling down next to a boy
and striking up a conversation.
Eventually, the banter catches Dua’s
attention. “Tamoura, I don’t know
what has gotten into you.”
Most
freshmen,
including
Tamoura, have math for two periods
daily so there’s enough time to reinforce basic skills and then introduce
algebra. During the second half of
class, students work through lessons
on laptop computers.
On the way to logging on to the
math software, students detour the
Internet to download music. Soon,
the classroom is a cacophony of rap
and R&B. Dua admonishes the students to get to work. “I will take your
computer from you,” she threatens.
Dua, like other teachers, allows
students to listen to music, but would
prefer not to have to deal with distractions like these that are the result
of the math software connecting to
the Internet. Otherwise, she generally likes Cognitive Tutor, which uses
word problems to review and reinforce old skills while teaching new
ones. Students cannot move up until
they’ve mastered the necessary skills.
The program also delivers realtime progress reports on student
work. Near the end of the quarter,
Dua notes that some students have
completed 200 problems, but are
stuck in level one while others have
climbed up to level five. Dua warns
flagging students to stay focused and
do more work, but does not dig further into the performance data to
figure out what individual student
weaknesses are and come up with
strategies to address them. Other
math teachers are similarly stumped
in how to use the data.
Tamoura admits the freedom to
work independently in math
derailed her. She got a C in Dua’s
class, even though she understood
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Mark Whetstone, a freshman English teacher, stops to explain some of the language in Romeo and Juliet, which his class is reading out
loud. Behind him are boxes of new curriculum materials adopted through the transformation project. [Photo by Cristina Rutter]
the work. “It was all about my behavior,” she says. “I was talking and not
moving fast enough.”
Eventually, however, Tamoura
gets into the work and is at level 5 by
the end of the second semester. She
also improves her grade, getting a B.

MS. WALKER, 5TH-PERIOD READING
By the time Tamoura settles in for
5th-period reading, teacher Etta
Walker announces she has a
migraine. Soon it is clear that she is
joking—the “headache” is really her
frustration that the last-period class
did not remember the reading strategies she has been teaching them.
“It drives me nuts,” she says.
Reading is not a typical high school
level course, but at transformation
high schools like Marshall, where a
critical mass of students have problems with literacy and comprehension, the class is a freshman staple.
Two days a week, students quietly
read novels of their choice. On the
other three days, Walker teaches
them strategies for reading difficult
material. Yesterday, Walker covered
how students can use what they
already know about a subject to help
them understand what they’re reading. Another comprehension strate-

gy is on the table today: reading a
sentence, summarizing it and then
interpreting what it means.
Walker, a petite, spunky woman,
sits with her legs straddling a chair or
perched on a desk. Today, she is teasing Tamoura, who, a day earlier,
asserted that the United States won
its independence from the French.
“The French lady over here,”
Walker says. “You lost 100 cool points
for that,” shouts another girl.
Tamoura is on top of her game
now, answering questions, defining
the term economics and telling the
class how to pronounce the word
“antagonism.”

MS. PAYNE, 8TH-PERIOD SCIENCE
Walker and Tamoura’s final
teacher of the day, science teacher
Sandra Payne, have a different take
on High School Transformation.
They are energetic veterans and,
while they like the new curriculum,
they say it’s not much unlike what
they have done over their decades of
teaching.
What is different, particularly for
Payne and others in the science
department, is the abundance of
new materials and equipment for lab
work, like the goat brains that elicit-

ed squeals of disgusted delight from
students dissecting them.
Such resources are a big deal at
Marshall, a school bogged down by
security expenses, that has been waiting years for the weed-clogged concrete that surrounds it to be replaced
by grass and a sports stadium.
But High School Transformation
is supposed to be more than a
pipeline for tough schools to gain
access to the same books, materials
and equipment that magnet and
selective schools already have. Alson
says these resources merely “open
the door” for Marshall to change its
reputation from a bad school that
fails students to a good school that
offers students future possibilities.
Whetstone, Walker and Payne are
doubtful the reform effort can
achieve this goal, arguing that they
and their classes are not and never
have been the problem. By the time
students arrive at Marshall, they say,
there’s already too much working
against them, from the social problems connected to poverty—including poor nutrition and a lack of stability—to years of inadequate elementary schools.
Tamoura also is doubtful. She races
Continued on page 19
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College readiness
Predicting college success

CHICAGO CLOSING GAP ON ACT

Research by the Consortium on Chicago School Research shows that just 45 percent of CPS
graduates who enrolled in four-year colleges in 1999 and 2000 had earned bachelor’s
degrees six years later. Nationally, about 64 percent finished. Students with low GPAs in high
school face dramatically lower odds for finishing their college degrees. About 32 percent of
the 17,000 CPS graduates in 2006 enrolled in four-year colleges; and Catalyst estimates
that fewer than 2,400 of them will earn a diploma by 2013.

Since 2001, ACT scores in CPS have risen from 16.1 to 17.2, outpacing the national
increase from 21 to 21.2. However, scores for African-American and Latino students in
CPS—who are overrepresented in the city’s worst schools—remain below average.

College graduation rate by high school GPA

Average ACT composite scores by race
Black

Hispanic

White

21.6
21.4

Asian

20
19.1

75%
54%
36%

2001

21%

15%
2.0 or less

2.1 to 2.5

2.1 to 2.5

23% 22%

2.6 to 3.0

2.6 to 3.0

3.1 to 3.5

27%
20%

16%

19%

3.6 or above

3.1 to 3.5

24% 23%
15%

11%

13%

8%

17% 18%

Selective schools

VIEW FROM THE TOP
In 2006, only six CPS high schools sent students to the nation’s top universities, as ranked by
Barron’s magazine. In all, only 140 CPS graduates—out of some 17,000—made the cut.

198
146
375
141
504
929

2005

2006

2007

SCHOOLS WITH BIGGEST INCREASE OF STUDENTS SCORING 20 OR HIGHER ON ACT

Sources: Consortium on Chicago School Research; Catalyst estimates

Northside
Payton
Young
Jones
Lincoln Park
Lane Tech

2004

Some 28 percent of freshmen enroll in at least one remedial course in college, according
to a 2004 study by the National Center for Education Statistics. College readiness has
become a key indicator of high school success and to keep tabs, Chicago began this year
to track the percentage of students who score a 20 or higher on the ACT—a credible
measure of college potential. Since 2005, the number has risen from 22 percent to 23
percent. In eight schools, the numbers have increased 5 percentage points or more.

Note: Graduation rate includes only CPS alumni from 1999 and 2000 who enrolled in four-year colleges
in the year after graduation.

Total grads

2003

COLLEGE READINESS IN QUESTION

44%

3.6 or above

Transformation schools

Citywide

2002

Note: The ACT exam is scored on a 0-36 scale.

Average high school GPA by type of school
2.0 or less

16.9
16.1

15.9
15.3

At top universities

35
20
30
11
27
17

BARRON’S RANKINGS ACT scores
Most competitive
Highly competitive
Very competitive
Competitive
Less competitive
Noncompetitive

29+
27-28
24-26
21-23
<21
n/a

PUSHING COLLEGE IN HIGH-POVERTY SCHOOLS
Highly competitive

Students from poor families face a number of
hurdles getting into college, from financial
hardships to inadequate preparation. Still, several Chicago schools with substantial lowincome enrollment are finding ways to get
their graduates into good colleges. More than
one in five graduates from these high-poverty
schools enrolled in competitive colleges.

Noble St. Charter
Hope
Chicago Military
Robeson
N. Lawndale Charter
Curie

29%
0%
0%
0%
0%
10%

Source: Chicago Public Schools

Competitive

40%
37%
27%
24%
23%
22%

% students scoring 20 or higher in ... 2005

2007

Gains

41%
37%
71%
5%
5%
11%
91%
12%

51%
45%
79%
13%
12%
19%
97%
17%

+10
+8
+8
+8
+8
+7
+6
+5

Chicago Int’l-Northtown
King
Lane Tech
Simeon
North Lawndale Charter
Kelly
Payton
Chicago Military
Note: Does not include alternative or specialized schools

MORE STUDENTS COLLEGE BOUND
More of CPS graduates are now enrolling in college, some 32 percent of the class of
2006, up from 26 percent in 2004. Eight of the district’s large, high-poverty schools
posted significant increases in college-going rates.
SCHOOLS WITH BIGGEST INCREASE OF COLLEGE-BOUND GRADUATES
% graduates enrolled in 4-year college 2004

2006

Increase

43%
31%
58%
43%
30%
33%
31%
29%

71%
60%
82%
66%
52%
55%
51%
49%

+28%
+28%
+24%
+23%
+22%
+22%
+20%
+20%

Hirsch
Fenger
Noble Street Charter
Roosevelt
Schurz
Clemente
Harper
Gage Park
Sources: ACT; Chicago Public Schools
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School choice
Too few options

RACIAL GAP FOR SELECTIVE SCHOOLS

High school enrollment
Selective/magnet

Since 1998, the district has fattened its portfolio of high
schools by adding 20 charters and 10 selective schools
(five college preps, four military academies and a magnet
school). Even so, just one in four students attends a charter or selective school. At the same time, applications to
the city’s college preps continue to climb, up 25 percent in
2008 compared to last year. Few students make the cut.

Selective high school admissions, 2008

Charter

Other

104,894

93,210

Selective school enrollment by race
Black

2000
9th-grade enrollment

Acceptance rate

2,396

3,115

6%

2,001

2000

Lincoln Park
Prosser*
Lake View
Kenwood
Amundsen

3,850
3,111
1,987
1,536
1,255

Note: Prosser Career Academy does
not have an attendance boundary.
Source: CPS Office of Academic
Enhancement

2003

2005

2006

2007

2008

Charter school enrollment by race
Black

Hispanic

3,699

White

2,179
581
159
12

2000

322

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

Source: CPS Racial Ethnic Survey

EMPOWERING SOPHOMORES TO JUNIOR-YEAR GAINS

Percent of students making expected gains by type of school
10th- to 11th-grade gains

Students reporting...

Avg. ACT

% making gains

Most supportive teachers
Least supportive teachers

18.1
16.7

52%
49%

More academic rigor
Less academic rigor

20.1
15.4

56%
41%

Safest schools
Least-safe schools

19.6
14.9

55%
39%

Sources: Consortium on Chicago School Research; 2007 CPS Scorecard

61%

61%
47%

Selective/Magnet Neighborhood

61%
44%

Vocational

MAKING GAINS AT LOW-SCORING NEIGHBORHOOD SCHOOLS
38%

Small

Selective schools consistently posted the highest percentage of students who made expected gains between the PLAN and ACT. But a number of schools that take in lower-scoring
students also made significant headway. Schools like Kelvyn Park and Clemente, which post
below-average ACT scores, nevertheless had a higher percentage of students making gains.
LOW SCORES, LOWEST GAINS

LOW SCORES, BIG GAINS
Note: Includes only students who took the 2004 EXPLORE, 2005 PLAN and 2007 ACT at the same school. Data
available for 9 charters only.
Source: Consortium on Chicago School Research

Can’t get enough of this rich data analysis?
Go to www.catalyst-chicago.org to find out which high schools had the
highest percentage of students making expected gains from year to year.
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2004

ACT scores are much higher in schools where students report more supportive teachers,
challenging coursework and a safe learning environment. Yet it is academic rigor and safety—more than teacher support—that drives test score gains.

Chicago Public Schools uses two tests to prepare high school students for the ACT:
EXPLORE for freshmen and PLAN for sophomores and juniors. With an aligned scoring system, the tests provide educators with a realistic snapshot of the learning gains students make
from year to year. Citywide, about half of the students who took the PLAN in 2005 and
stayed in the same school to take the ACT in 2007 made expected gains.

Charter

2002

BIG GAINS IN SAFE, RIGOROUS SCHOOLS

Small gains for small schools on ACT

56%

2001

2007-08 Applications

Making gains

51%

3,350
2,903
2,725

52,022

Students often leave their own communities to attend
career academies and neighborhood schools with better reputations or specialty programs, such as International Baccalaureate or athletic teams. This year,
23,380 applications went out to such schools, including 464 to Marshall, which is known for its sports programs. Overall, that’s down 1,270 applications since
2006, coinciding with the increase in charter schools.
These schools attracted the most attention in 2007.

66%

White

2008

Applications

NEIGHBORHOOD SCHOOLS OF CHOICE?

69%

Hispanic

3,125

Note: Selective schools occasionally accept 10th-, 11th- and 12th-grade students

9th- to 10th-grade gains

The district has opened five college prep schools since 1998, adding 3,736 slots to its roster
of selective schools. But black students, who make up half the city’s high school population,
are significantly underrepresented— only 516 students or 14 percent. Since 2000, the
number of new charter high schools has risen from five to 24, and black and Latino enrollment is rapidly climbing in these schools. Typically, charters use a random lottery.

Avg. ACT % making gains

Avg. ACT % making gains

Kelly
Kelvyn Park
Steinmetz
Clemente
Corliss

16.8
15.2
16.4
15.6
15.2

57%
53%
52%
51%
51%

Global Visions
Leadership
New Millennium
Big Picture (Back of Yards)
Robeson

Note: Low-performing schools had ACT scores below citywide composite score in 2007.
Source: Catalyst analysis of Consortium on Chicago School Research data

14
14.2
15.1
14.4
13.7

21%
21%
27%
29%
30%

Graduation rates

TRUANCY Continued from page 13
and their friends live unsupervised.
“As a consequence, no questions
are asked ... and no rules followed,”
according to the report.

Graduation gap persists
Nationally, about 70 percent of public high school students graduate on time. Although
graduation rates are inching up in Chicago, the latest data show just 55 percent of those
who were freshmen in fall 2002 earned their diploma by spring 2007. African-American
and Latino students still lag behind their white and Asian classmates, however, and are
nearly as likely to drop out as to graduate. On the bright side, graduation rates are rising.
Average graduation rates by race
Black

Hispanic

White

Asian

District avg.
77%

77%

62%
57%
55%
51%

55%
50%
47%
43%

2000

2002

2001

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

Note: 2007 graduation rates for the 2003 freshman cohort may be slightly high due to changes in the district’s
student information system. National estimates based on the 2004 Urban Institute’s Cumulative Promotion Index.
Sources: Chicago Public Schools; State Education Data Center

CPS graduates, dropouts, 2007
Graduation rate

Dropout rate

77%

District average

55%
42%

51%

45%

40%

55%
40%

36%
21%

Hispanic

Black

White

Asian

Black males

Note: Based on five-year cohort studies.
Source: Chicago Public Schools

A handful of students enrolled at the city’s elite high schools were admitted with low test
scores, yet they have a much better chance of graduating when they land a seat in one of
these selective schools. Meanwhile, top-scoring students who enrolled in career academies
or neighborhood schools in 2002 were three to four times as likely to drop out by 2006
as those in selective schools.

Dropouts by school type and test scores
41%
35%
25% 27%

24%
17%

15%

12%
6%
Bottom quartile

9%

Top quartile

Note: Only 2 percent of the students in selective schools tested in the bottom quartile; 79 percent tested in the top.
Source: Consortium on Chicago School Research

Derrick looks to be on the road to
exile, though he doesn’t think that he is
that bad. He blames the suspensions
on technicalities and strict teachers.
When Derrick, who lives with an

TEACHERS Continued from page 16

FAILING TOP STUDENTS

Selective
Charter
Magnet
Neighborhood
Vocational

Schools, like Marshall High, regularly mete out suspensions to control
school climate, yet by doing so, they
contribute to absenteeism.
Marshall used to operate an inschool suspension room, but
scrapped it because the teacher’s
aide running it wasn’t able to keep
the students in line or productive.
Students who commit less serious
offenses must go to early morning or
Saturday detention; if they don’t
show up, they are suspended.
Johnson, a Marshall alumnus, is
sympathetic to students’ personal circumstances, but says suspensions are
necessary to keep the school orderly
and get the message across that bad
behavior won’t be tolerated. For a
time, taped to a window near his
cubicle is a black-and-white photo
line-up of the worst disciplinary
offenders. “Those are ones we’ve sort
of ex-communicated,” Johnson says.

ON THE ROAD TO NOWHERE

62%

57%

CALMER SCHOOL, MORE ABSENCES

though the exercises Payne has prepared for today’s class: solving a bell
ringer about the theory of plate tectonics, coloring a picture of a dinosaur
skeleton and identifying its parts, then
joining a group of students doing a
puzzle on the stages of evolution.
Finished with about 10 minutes to
spare, Tamoura stands near the door
and talks to her friend Kim. She pulls
out a flier about an after-school program but dismisses the idea of signing
up because she wants to transfer out
of Marshall. “I am not supposed to be
here now,” says Tamoura, repeating
the mantra of many students who
want to go a different school, but got
sidetracked to Marshall.

adult cousin, gets suspended, he
stays home watching television or
cleaning up. He’s not sure how suspensions have affected his grades; by
mid-December, his mom still had
not picked up his report card. “She
was busy,” Derrick says.
Johnson and Derrick’s teachers
say he is apathetic about school.
Derrick says school staff are more
bent on putting him out than having
a conversation about what’s going
on in his life. According to Derrick,
conversations with Johnson have
been mostly about his difficulty
remaining quiet in class.
There are much deeper issues
troubling Derrick. For most of his
childhood, Derrick says, he was
shuttled between his mother and his
father, who always spoiled him.
But since he was 10, Derrick says
his father has been in and out of jail
for minor offenses. Then around
Christmas in 2006, his father was
convicted of murder and sentenced
to life in prison.
Derrick recalls being in court,
laughing, the day the sentence was
handed down. “That’s just the way I
am,” he says. “I laugh at everything.”
But now, quietly, he admits that
he’s mad at his father. “It is like he’s
dead to me now,” Derrick says. “He is
not getting out.”

*Editor’s note: Catalyst is not using
Derrick Green’s real name to protect
his privacy.

Tamoura wants to go to Providence St. Mel, a nearby private
school that has a good track record of
sending students to college, or to Al
Raby, a tiny high school with higher
test scores than Marshall. She says
she applied to Raby, but wasn’t
offered a spot.
Just before the bell rings, a
woman on the intercom chimes in
with a host of announcements. All of
Payne’s students are milling by the
door, half listening.
The bell rings. Tamoura rushes
into the hallway and into a swirl of
teenagers. On their way out of the
building, they pass beneath a gold,
red and green banner exhorting
them to have “[t]he audacity to hope
and achieve.”
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